
BUCKSKIN RANCH
San Miguel County, Telluride, Colorado 
1,418 + Acres | $24,500,000 | Shown by Appointment Only



Views: 360 Degrees Wilson Range, 
Dolores Peak, Little Cone, 
Telluride Peaks, Palmyra Range

Water Rights: 1.33 CFS from 
Pleasant Valley Ditch

 Irrigated Acreage: 122 Acres

Vegetation: Old Growth Spruce, 
Aspen and Lush High Mountain 
Grasses

Wells : 4 High-Producing

Ponds : 7 in Total

Hot Tub / Spa Room w/ steam 
and Sauna

Professional Chef’s Kitchen

Expansive Stone Patio with 

Highly Improved Ranch Roads

Irrigated Acreage: 122 Acres

Split Rail Fencing

Ranch Manager’s Equipment Shed

Professional Chef’s Kitchen

Destratification Air Fan System

NOTABLE FINISHES & APPOINTMENTS



3 REPUBLIC RANCHES LLC

An incomparable recreational ranch located in one of Colorado’s most scenic settings of the Mt. Wilson massif. The main 
ranch house, originally designed for movie director Oliver Stone and re-envisioned by Lyle Berman, a high stakes poker mav-
erick and entrepreneurial tycoon, is open and inviting with two-story iron buttresses creating an outdoor peaceful setting 
within the structure. The residence envelops 8 bedrooms including two master suites, 10 bathrooms, a private office wing, 
media room, formal dining room seating 16, spa with sauna, steam bath and exercise equipment. Two galleries run the 
length of the structure with a great room sporting a massive fireplace, wet bar and opening to an expansive outdoor living 
area with fire pit.

One never need leave the ranch to experience the Colorado mountain lifestyle — nearly 10 miles of trails for ATVs, mountain 
bikes and horseback riding; first class equestrian center (32,000 SF) with 22 horse stalls, indoor riding arena, vet hospital, tack 
room, live in apartment and recreational party room; an eleven-station world-class sporting clay range and three-acre trout 
pond teeming with trout. Other improvements include two additional homes (3 bedrooms each), a hideout cabin atop the 
Blue Vista portion of the ranch, guest house adjoining the main residence, equipment shed and the original homestead. A 
highly improved road system makes it easy to move about the ranch and excellent wells service the main residential
 improvements.
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The information contained herein has been gathered from sources deemed reliable; however, Republic Ranches, LLC and its principals, members, officers, associates, agents and employees cannot guarantee the 

accuracy of such information. The information contained herein is subject to changes, errors, omissions, prior sale, withdrawal of property from the market without prior notice, and approval of purchase by owner. 

Prospective buyers should verify all information to their satisfaction. No representation is made as to the possible value of this investment or type of use, and prospective buyers are urged to consult with their tax 

and legal advisors before making a final determination. Real Estate buyers are hereby notified that real properties and its rights and amenities in the States of Texas; Oklahoma; Colorado; Louisiana; Arkansas; and New 

Mexico are subject to many forces and impacts whether natural, those caused by man, or otherwise; including, but not limited to, drought or other weather related events, disease (e.g. Oak Wilt, Anthrax, Chronic 

Wasting Disease), invasive species, illegal trespassing, previous owner actions, neighbor actions and government actions. Prospective buyers of Texas real estate, New Mexico real estate, Colorado real estate, Oklaho-

ma real estate, Arkansas Real Estate, or Louisiana real estate should investigate any concerns regarding a specific real property to their satisfaction. When buying investment property the buyer’s agent, if applicable, 

must be identified on first contact and must be present at initial showing of the property listing to the prospective real estate investor in order to participate in real estate commission. If this condition is not met, fee 

participation will be at sole discretion of Republic Ranches, LLC. Republic Ranches, LLC reserves the right to require any or all interested buyer(s) of a particular property to provide proof of financial ability to purchase 

said property prior to the initial showing or any subsequent showing of the property. Republic Ranches, LLC also reserves the right to refuse to show a property to a potential buyer for any reason at Republic Ranches, 

LLC’s sole and absolute discretion.

MARK MATTHEWS
Partner/ Broker Associate 
Republic Ranches, LLC - Broker 
(210) 416-2737
matthews@republicranches.com

Co-listed with TD Smith
Telluride Real Estate Corp.
(970) 729-1577
td@tdsmith.com

CHRIS BUSBEE
Broker Associate 
Republic Ranches, LLC - Broker 
(646) 247-0338
cbusbee@republicranches.com



DD25-5-09.   DEFINITIONS OF WORKING RELATIONSHIPS 

The printed portions of this form, except differentiated additions, have been approved by the Colorado Real Estate Commission. 

(DD25 5-09) (Mandatory 7-09)   

DIFFERENT BROKERAGE RELATIONSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE WHICH INCLUDE SELLER AGENCY, 

BUYER AGENCY OR TRANSACTION-BROKERAGE. 

DEFINITIONS OF WORKING RELATIONSHIPS 

For purposes of this document, seller also means “landlord” (which includes sublandlord) and buyer also means “tenant” 

(which includes subtenant). 

Seller’s Agent:  A seller’s agent (or listing agent) works solely on behalf of the seller to promote the interests of the seller 

with the utmost good faith, loyalty and fidelity. The agent negotiates on behalf of and acts as an advocate for the seller. 

The seller’s agent must disclose to potential buyers all adverse material facts actually known by the seller’s agent about the 

property. A separate written listing agreement is required which sets forth the duties and obligations of the broker and the 

seller. 

Buyer’s Agent:  A buyer’s agent works solely on behalf of the buyer to promote the interests of the buyer with the utmost 

good faith, loyalty and fidelity. The agent negotiates on behalf of and acts as an advocate for the buyer. The buyer’s agent must 

disclose to potential sellers all adverse material facts actually known by the buyer’s agent including the buyer’s financial 

ability to perform the terms of the transaction and, if a residential property, whether the buyer intends to occupy the property. 

A separate written buyer agency agreement is required which sets forth the duties and obligations of the broker and the buyer. 

Transaction-Broker:  A transaction-broker assists the buyer or seller or both throughout a real estate transaction by 

performing terms of any written or oral agreement, fully informing the parties, presenting all offers and assisting the parties 

with any contracts, including the closing of the transaction without being an agent or advocate for any of the parties. A 

transaction-broker must use reasonable skill and care in the performance of any oral or written agreement, and must make the 

same disclosures as agents about all adverse material facts actually known by the transaction-broker concerning a property or a 

buyer’s financial ability to perform the terms of a transaction and, if a residential property, whether the buyer intends to occupy 

the property. No written agreement is required. 

Customer:  A customer is a party to a real estate transaction with whom the broker has no brokerage relationship because 

such party has not engaged or employed the broker, either as the party’s agent or as the party’s transaction-broker. 

THIS IS NOT A CONTRACT. 

I acknowledge receipt of this document on _________________________ . 

Signature Signature 

On __________________________, Broker provided ____________________________________ with this document via 

____________________________ and retained a copy for Broker’s records. 

Brokerage Firm’s Name:  

Broker 

Clear Form



republicranches.com | info@republicranches.com | 888-726-2481


